Building a Global Response

Think globally, act locally!
Research for action
Challenges moving forward...

- Escalation in the promotion of the **privatisation agenda** at global and national levels;

- Privatisation of global governance— **SDG4** reinterpreted using **SDG17** (Partnerships for the Goals) to legitimise and expand PPPs and so-called ‘low-fee’ for profit models of provision;

- Privatisation through **development aid** promoted by international agencies. Transfer of tax payer funded aid to non-state actors and venture capitalists eg The Global Partnership for Education (GPE) and Education Outcomes Fund (EOF);

- Privatisation through venture philanthropy (philanthrocapitalism) eg **Ark EPG**

- Extensive **labour market deregulation** in the context of platform capitalism, impacting on the profession and diminishing the broader purposes of schooling.
IF YOU DON'T FIGHT, YOU LOSE